Charitable Giving a Priority for Metropolitan Aviation
October 29, 2013
MANASSAS, VA (RPRN) 10/29/13 —
- Metropolitan Aviation, a Virginia-based
charter jet service, recently exceeded
$100,000 in donations with a $15,000
private golf jet-away package benefitting the
New Jersey chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society, an organization striving to
help those affected by MS.
“Metropolitan Aviation has experienced
significant growth over the past two years
and enjoys supporting charitable organizations that are meaningful to the community,” says CEO
Alan Cook.
Other recipients of Metropolitan Aviation’s charitable giving program include Meridian Healthcare, the
American Health Association, Wounded Warriors, the Joan Hisaoka Gala, the Manassas Ballet
Theatre, Blue Grass Charities, and the New York Racing Association. In addition to standard giving,
Metropolitan Aviation has also helped charities in reaching their goals by auctioning off private jet
airfare.
About Metropolitan Aviation
Metropolitan Aviation operates on the principles of integrity, experience and a paramount
commitment to safety. Clients have come to expect and appreciate the company’s dedicated flight
crew and customer service representatives backed by superior maintenance and ground personnel.
Two captain-qualified pilots crew each flight, ensuring the highest level of safety and performance.
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